
Basic Medieval Introduction:
Medieval is a "catch-all" phrase that basically refers to all of Western Europe ◦
spanning from the fall of Rome to the turn of the 11th century
Germanic People (Franks, Visigoths, Ostrogoths, Saxons) integrated with the ◦
celtic people (not indicative of the Irish people, but rather a term describing 
the descendants of the Iron Age Europeans)

Christianity was as alluring as ever, and many tribes took part in mass ‣

conversions (i.e. Clovis, a Frankish leader)
Therefore, the Church was a dominant force at the time•

The germanic people placed an emphasis place upon the idea of maintaining ◦
the clans and/or families which paved the way to a feudal Europe

Two major dynasties arose out of the newly erected feudalistic era: the ‣

Carolingian, and the Ottonian
They sought to reestablish the dominance and authority Rome once •
had over Europe



Anglo-Saxon and Viking Art:
They made a lot of small, portable art that they could easily carry with them◦

I.E. weaving, woodworking, carvings, jewelery‣

Whoever made these had to be highly specialized, therefore, the •
artists had a high amount of respect among their people

Vinkingr - means raider in Norse◦


Art of Note:
Golden Buckle. From the Sutton Hoo Ship Burial.  7th century. Gold. 5.25" l.

Employs the use of Animal style - the inherent ◦
style of the Germanic people (predominantly 
the Anglo-Saxons) which is an abstract 
representation of animals

The interweaving things look like two interlaced snakes biting one ‣

another
The ship burial this comes from is a tradition where people were buried ◦
(yeah, BURIED, not sunken, BURIED. In a hole... in the ground... with a SHIP... 
think about that) with their ships with their possessions and valuables

The burials on the ships may be a reflection of their thoughts on their ‣

ideas of an afterlife, or just simply a veneration of the awesome person 
who died

A 7th century Angolan King was buried at Sutton Hoo, and this is ◦
presumably his belt buckle














